Lynx™
Securing Today for a Profitable Tomorrow

High Performance Deactivator With WG Reliability

Lynx is a distance deactivator designed for deactivating 58Khz
acousto-magnetic labels with unsurpassed performance. Designed
for flush mounting into the countertop, Lynx improves throughput
by quickly scanning and deactivating labels in all orientations. As a
distance deactivator, the label need not come in contact with the
product; simply passing it over the deactivator is all that it takes!

Rapid scanning translates
to improved throughput
at the checkout stand.

Optional POS link protects
against unauthorized use.

Distance Deactivation Ensures High Throughput & Efficient Customer Service
Performance Plus
High throughput, simplicity and a subtle presence
make Lynx a very user-friendly tool. Flush
mounting conserves space, allowing for ease of
merchandise
movement
over
the
counter.
Simplicity means no buttons to push and no lights
to look at, just a distinctive sound indicating the
presence and deactivation of the label. High
throughput means the customer is efficiently
served and the delays normally experienced by
competitor products are easily avoided.
Features
 Flush mounting conserves countertop space.
 Distance deactivation of 58Khz labels.
 Intuitive plug and play.
 Distinctive feedback sound.
Lynx is a Green Product
In keeping with environmental concerns, Lynx is
RoHS compliant and is also designed for low power
consumption.

Preventing Unauthorized Use
Lynx is installed in a permanent fashion and is
therefore always accessible whether the register is
manned or not. Prevention of unauthorized use is
ensured with the optional Data Cord module. This
module interfaces Lynx to the POS register, where
the user can enable/disable the deactivation
function right from the register.
Specifications
Deactivation Range
Horizontal Orientation: 8cm (3.2”)
Vertical Orientation:
Regulatory:

5cm (2”)

FCC
CE (In process)

Physical (LxWxD)
Antenna
35mm x 113mm x 105mm
13.8” x 4.4” x 4.1”
Weight (TBD)
Controller
275mm x 190mm x 140mm
10.8” x 7.5” x 5.5”
Weight: 3kg (6.6 lbs)
Electrical
Voltage: 115/230 ±10% @50/60Hz
Current Draw: 5A Max
Product Codes
Lynx with Controller

WG LynX

Data Cord (Optional)

(TBD)

Lynx Power Controller
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